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Abstract
Nano-scale confinements within mesoporous systems develop overlapping electric double layers (EDL) such that the existing
theoretical models cannot predict the electric potential distributions and resulting surface charges. In addition, ionic conditions
undergo local variation through connections between the pore voids and pore throats. For the first time in literature, we studied
the charging behavior of mesoporous silica in terms of the pore to throat size ratio (Rpt) to characterize the pore connectivity
effects, in addition to porosity (є) and pore size (H). Both local and average surface charge densities inside mesoporous silica
were examined by varying these parameters systematically. Results showed that the magnitude of surface charge density
decreased with increasing EDL overlap and decreasing connectivity effects. We formulized this behavior and developed an
extended model to predict mesoporous silica’s internal charge as a function of porosity, pore size, and pore to throat size ratio.
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Avagadro constant
Elementary charge
Local concentration of the ith ion
Valance of the ith ion
Electric potential
Flux density
Diffusivity
Faraday constant
Universal gas constant
Site density
Equilibrium constants
Surface charge density
Aspect ratio of the solid parts

Ordered mesoporous silica–based materials have been synthesized in various morphologies since their development in the
early 1990s. This generated a diverse range of interest in these
materials across several fields due to their uniquely ordered
pore structures, high surface area and pore volume, tunable/
uniform pore sizes, chemical stability, and bio-compatibility
characteristics. Recent applications such as targeted drug delivery [1, 2], gated/functionalized sensing [3, 4], organic/
inorganic nano-filtration [5], energy production/conversion/
storage [6, 7], and pollutant removal via adsorbent [8, 9] systems are utilizing mesoporous structures. In the operation of
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these applications, surface charge density resulting from the
silanol groups on the silica surface plays a crucial role. Yet, a
comprehensive understanding of the behavior of surface
charge density within the mesoporous structures in terms of
pore structural parameters such as pore size, porosity, and pore
connectivity is still lacking.
Interaction between the ions within the electrolyte solutions
and silanol groups on the silica surfaces yields a net electric
charge on the surface. As the interconnected pore structures of
mesoporous materials allow the ions to diffuse into the pores,
both outer and inner surfaces develop surface charge as a
function of the ionic environment. While the outer surface
charge has been widely studied, internal surface charge has
been mostly overlooked in the current literature. Outer surface
charge can easily be calculated as a function of local ionic
properties. However, inner charge deviates from these classical calculations largely due to electric double layer (EDL)
overlaps developing in nano-scale confinements. There are
some experimental studies dedicated to determining internal
surface charge based on the streaming potential [10–14] or
potentiometric titration [15–19]. However, only a few of these
studies focus on influences of porous system parameters but
do not explain or correlate the physical mechanism behind the
internal surface charging [20, 21]. There are also theoretical
studies evaluating overall charging behavior of porous structures based on the site dissociation models [10, 11, 22].
However, many of those studies assume that the ionic distribution within the EDL obeys Boltzmann distribution (BD),
which is not applicable for overlapped EDLs of mesoporous
systems. When the size of nano-scale confinement is comparable with the thickness of the EDL, ionic layers (EDLs)
growing from opposite surfaces overlap that ionic distribution
over the surface becomes different than Boltzmann distribution. Hence, implementing the Boltzmann distribution to the
Poisson equation becomes incorrect [23, 24]. Instead, NernstPlanck equation should be coupled with the Poisson equation
(i.e., Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PNP) equations) to calculate the
electric potential and ionic distributions. There are numerical
studies solving PNP equations for simpler geometries such as
single nano-pores or slit nano-channels [25–29]. Specifically,
overlap effects are taken into account by active charge models
called charge regulation (CR) [30]. In this context, we recently
employed the PNP equations along with the CR model and
presented deviation of inner surface charge from flat surface
theory predictions also with a strong local variation through
the reservoir connections of short nano-channels [31]. We
further extended our study on mesoporous systems and systematically examined the inner surface charging showing local
variations due to (i) overlap of EDLs extending from opposite
surfaces in the pore throats and (ii) connectivity effects between the ionic conditions of pore throat and pore void [32].
Ultimately, an overall charging behavior is presented in terms
of porosity and pore size.

In general, porous systems are characterized by porosity
and pore size. However, such characterization is incomplete.
In a porous system, the pore network is formed in such a way
that pore voids are connected to each other through channels,
also called pore throats. The structure of a porous medium is
defined by how these throats connect the neighboring pores to
each other. The internal network of two porous systems can be
completely different even if they have identical porosity and
pore size values. This structural difference results in various
ionic and potential distributions inside mesoporous mediums
depending on their pore connections. Hence, the ratio of pore
throat size to pore size becomes an important parameter,
which should be considered for a correct characterization of
pore network [33–37] and corresponding charging behavior.
The objective of the current study is to demonstrate that the
relative size of pore throat to pore body (i.e., pore connectivity) also plays a crucial role on charge density in addition to
the commonly studied structural parameters such as porosity
and pore size. For the first time in literature, the pore to throat
size ratio concept is applied to resolve surface charge characteristics inside mesoporous silica. Local properties of ionic
distribution and surface charge are evaluated by multi-ioncharge regulation model [38, 39]. We aim to extend our earlier
phenomenological model [32] to include connectivity effects,
in addition to porosity and pore size. CR boundary condition
is implemented on the charged surfaces to mimic the physical
response of the surface chemistry. This model takes into account the protonation/deprotonation reactions on the interface
resulting from interaction silanol groups with dissolved ions in
the electrolyte solution as a function of pH and salt concentration. The Poisson-Nernst-Planck equations are employed to
model the electrostatic behavior and diffusion of ions inside
mesoporous silica.

Mathematical and numerical model
Various forms and sizes of mesoporous systems have been
synthesized by multiple research groups. Specifically, MCM
(Mobil Composition of Matter) [40, 41], KIT (Korea Institute
of Technology) [42, 43], SBA (Santa Barbara Amorphous)
[44, 45], and FDU (Fudan University in Shanghai) [46] highly
ordered mesoporous silicates with a rich variety and precise
control over shape and size. Varying synthesis conditions
yield various forms of mesoporous silica distinguishable by
a number and a space group. MCM-41 (hexagonal), MCM-48
(cubic), MCM-50 (lamellar), KIT-5 (cubic cage structures),
KIT-6 (cubic), SBA-1 (cubic), SBA-11 (cubic), SBA-12 (3D
hexagonal network), SBA-14 (lamellar), SBA-15 (2D hexagonal), SBA-16 (cubic cage structured), FDU-1 (cubic), and
FDU-12 (cubic) are examples with the very well-ordered arrangements of porous voids and connecting throats of different geometries. Recently, cubic silicates with highly ordered
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periodic structures repeating in either two- or three-dimension
received the most attention due to their easily tunable porous
network parameters such as pore and throat size. Multiple
studies synthesized high-quality cubic mesoporous materials
with a desired structure. For instance, ordered periodic pore
arrays of SBA-16 can easily be controlled such that desired
pore diameter and pore throat size can be obtained by the
synthesis temperature and time [47]. We draw a simple unit
cell description of SBA-16 (Im3m) in Fig. 1a similar to the
experimentally determined structure by electron crystallography [48] and also similar to earlier studies [49–52]. In this
study, we simplified such three-dimensional structure into a
two-dimensional representation due to computational cost.
The two-dimensional representative volume (REV) is
shown in Fig. 1b. This REV illustrates four-unit cells of mesoporous silica with highly ordered three-dimensional closepacked, cage-like structure. While the pore size is indicated
by H, the porosity is defined as the ratio of non-solid volume
to pore volume. An additional structural parameter, Rpt, is also
introduced which is the ratio of pore throat size to pore size.
The variation of pore throat size described in Kim et al. [47]
was illustrated in Fig. 1a in SBA-16 synthesis. This parameter
changes the layout of the porous media even if porosity is kept
constant. In this study, simulations are performed for changing
porosities (є), pore sizes (H), and pore size to throat size ratios
(Rpt). Simply, porosity was altered by changing the area of the
solid parts while the size of solid parts determined the pore
throat size. Variation of pore throat size at a given pore size
(H) and porosity is illustrated in Fig. 2. Porous system parameters are varied systematically while keeping the minimum
confinement size above 4 nm so that molecular interactions
can be safely neglected.

a)
Throat
size

t1 t 2 t3 t4

H

Fig. 2 Illustration of throat size (t) variation at a given constant pore size
(H) and porosity

The electrolyte is a symmetric KCl solution and contains
H+, K+, Cl−, and OH− ions with the ith specie’s bulk molar
concentration and valance being ci and zi (i = 1 for H+; i = 2 for
K+; i = 3 for Cl−; i = 4 for OH−). Bulk concentrations of these
species are chosen so that the electroneutrality condition is
satisfied. Hence, c10 = 10−pH + 3, c40 = 10−(14 − pH) + 3, c20 =
cKCl, andc30 = cKCl + c10 − c40 for pH < 7; c20 = cKCl + c10 −
c40 and c30 = cKClfor pH > 7. Debye length that characterizes

the electric double layer can be calculated as λ ¼ 1 κ ¼
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ε0 εr k B T =N A e2 ∑ci zi 2 where ε0 and εr are the permittivity
of vacuum and dielectric constant of the electrolyte, respectively. The variation of dielectric constant as a function of
potential gradient normal to solid surface is neglected since
this variation is not significant compared with other effecting
parameters in the system [54]. Boltzmann and Avogadro constants are denoted by kB and NA, respectively, while T is the
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Fig. 1 a Three-dimensional cubic cage structure of SBA-16 (Im3m)
[49–52] at various throat sizes [47]. Structures developed by using
Surface Evolver [53]. b Schematic illustration of the representative

elementary volume for four-unit cells. Here H is the pore size and ab
and cd lines denote the cross sections whose electric potential and ionic
distributions are used in the iteration procedure
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−ε0 εr ∇2 ψ ¼ F∑zi ci

ð1Þ



Di
!
∇: N i ¼ ∇: −Di ∇ci −zi Fci ∇ψ ¼ 0
RT

ð2Þ

In the simulations, electric potential and ionic concentrations inside the representative volume of the mesoporous system are evaluated by solving PNP. PNP equations in 2-D
cartesian coordinates are numerically solved by finite element
method with COMSOL Multiphysics (www.comsol.com).
After a mesh independency study, fine structured mesh was
found to be required within and at the inlet/outlet vicinity of
the channel, while a coarser triangular mesh structure was
adequate for the rest of the domain. In the first iteration, zero
electric potential and bulk molar concentrations are assigned
on the edges of the domain (shown by dashed lines). Then, the
resulting electric potential and ionic distributions developed
along the lines ab and cd are used as the boundary condition
on the edges of the next iteration. The iteration procedure
continues until the defined convergence is reached: The electric potential and ionic concentrations measured at internal
center lines (ab and cd) are equal to the ones of assigned at
outer center lines.
For the charge regulation to be embedded in the simulations, the protonation/deprotonation reactions occurring on
the surface due to the interaction of ions and silanol groups
are considered as
SiOH↔SiO− þ H þ

ð3Þ

SiOH þ H þ ↔SiOH þ
2

ð4Þ

The equilibrium constants of these reactions are calculated
by using the site density of the silanol groups (ΓSiO‐ , ΓSiOH, and
ΓSiOH þ2 ) and the hydrogen concentration at the interface [H+]w:
KA ¼

ΓSiOH þ2
ΓSiO− ½H þ w
; KB ¼
ΓSiOH
ΓSiOH ½H þ w

ð5Þ

Using these parameters, the surface charge density, used as
a boundary condition on the solid surfaces to model charge
regulation nature of silica surfaces, is calculated as
K A −K B ½H þ w
F Γtotal
σw ¼ −
N A K A þ ½H þ w þ K B ½H þ w 2

For all the simulations, pH, temperature, and the bulk concentration of KCl are kept constant as 6, 300 K, and 0.4 mM,
respectively. Total site density (Ntotal) is defined to be 4.816
sites/nm2 while the equilibrium constants pKA and pKB are
taken as 7 and 1.9. The diffusivities of H+, K+, Cl−, and OH−
ions are 9.31 × 10−9, 1.957 × 10−9, 2.032 × 10−9, and 5.3 ×
10−9 m2/s, respectively. The following values are used for
the constants: ε0εr = 7.08 × 10−10 F/m, R = 8.31 J/(mol K),
F = 96,485 C/mol.
The numerical model is validated with the approximate
analytical solution for a semi-infinite flat surface proposed
by Yeh et al. [56]. The semi-infinite surface condition is preserved by keeping the KCl concentrations at high values (i.e.,
10 mM and 100 mM). These high concentrations prevent
EDLs of opposite surfaces from overlapping, and the surface
charge density can be evaluated using PB. In Fig. 3, the surface charge density values for pH varying from 3 to 9 are
depicted. As seen, the current numerical model presented by
markers shows an excellent match with the flat surface theory.

Results and discussion
The structural parameters of a mesoporous system (H, є, and
Rpt) are systemically varied to characterize their effects on the
surface charge properties. The pH and KCl concentration are
kept constant at 6 and 0.4 mM throughout all simulations.
EDL thickness, λ, for these values corresponds to 15 nm
and may result in strong EDL overlap depending on the pore
size, H. We initiated our study by resolving the electric potential distributions for pore sizes of 50 nm and 100 nm with
changing pore to throat size ratios (Rpt = 2.5, 3, 5, 10) at constant porosity, є = 0.5. Throat size was varied between 5 nm
and 20 nm for pore size of 50 nm and between 10 nm and
40 nm for pore size of 100 nm. The domain shown in Fig. 1 is
studied while the electric potential contours presented in Fig. 4
is one-fourth of the domain since the remaining parts are symmetry of it. In Fig. 4, each row is at the same pore size with
decreasing pore to throat size ratio. A strong EDL overlap is

Surface Charge, σS (C/m2)

temperature and e is the elementary charge. Electrostatic potential and the ion flux are governed by Poisson-Nernst-Plank
(PNP) equations presented in Eqs. (1) and (2). PNP model as
is neglects the ion size effects and dispersion forces by treating
the ions as point charges [55]. In Eqs. (1) and (2), ψ is the
!
electric potential, N i is the flux density, Di is the diffusivity,
and F and R are the Faraday and the universal gas constants,
respectively.
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Fig. 3 Validation of the numerical model inside mesoporous silica
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Fig. 4 Electric potential contours
for different pore sizes (H) and
pore to throat size ratios (Rpt) at
є = 0.5

-90 mV

both x- and y-direction are given at different pore sizes and
pore to throat size ratios while porosity was kept constant at
є = 0.5. Decreasing Rpt at constant porosity level yields wider
pore throats in x-direction while it creates narrower pore
throats y-direction. Therefore, an opposite behavior in surface
charge variation is expected to be seen in these directions with
the change of pore to throat size ratios.
Two distinct mechanisms of local variation can be seen
from four different cases (Rpt = 10, 5, 3, 2.5) presented in
Fig. 5. The first mechanism depends on the degree of EDL
overlap which decreases the surface charge along the pore
throat. The difference between pore sizes 50 nm (solid lines)
and 100 nm (dashed lines) is attributed to the varying degree
of EDL overlap. With decreasing Rpt values, this effect fades
away in axial (x-) direction while it becomes dominant in

clearly distinguished for all the cases in the first row where
H = 50 nm. Especially for high Rpt values, the magnitude of
electric potential in the pore throat increases, creating a different ionic environment than the pore center. If the pore size is
increased to 100 nm (i.e., second row), the magnitude of electric potential can decrease to zero potential for Rpt = 2.5 at the
pore center, which corresponds to bulk conditions. Keeping in
mind that these eight cases are at the same porosity, results
prove that the characterization of surface charge density cannot be done solely by porosity.
To further examine the overall and local effects of the pore
to throat connectivity, pore size, and corresponding EDL overlap on the surface charging behavior, we plot the local normalized surface charge densities along the pore throats in
Fig. 5. Basically, surface charge along the throat surface in
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Fig. 5 Normalized surface charge density distribution along the pore throats in the axial direction (x-direction) (a, b, c, d) and in the normal direction (ydirection) (e, f, g, h) at porosity, є = 0.5
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maximum value Rpt for 50 nm of pore size is 10. For this
reason, the pore size is also increased up to 800 nm to reach
Rpt values up to 200. This way, the Rpt range is wide enough to
enable proper characterization. Additionally, in order to neglect nano-scale molecular effects, the minimum value for
Rpt is kept as 1.7 with a minimum throat thickness of 4 nm.
While changing the Rpt of the system, two successive steps are
followed. In the first one, the aspect ratio (AR) of solid parts is
kept unity so that the pore throats in both axial and normal
directions show identical behavior. This methodology results
in only one Rpt value that corresponds to a specific porosity
level. More detailed analysis of this matter can be found in our
other work [30]. However, the main goal of the current study
is to examine the dependence of charge density on the Rpt and
the dependence is strongly related with the interaction
of pore throats with the pore volume itself, as discussed
in Figs. 4 and 5. Thus, different Rpt values at certain porosities
are defined as a second step and the elementary volume of
mesoporous system is constructed without aspect ratio being
unity. In Fig. 6a–d, there are some cases where the results at
AR = 1 and different Rpt values (where AR ≠ 1) coincide and
correspond to the same normalized charge density. This can be
attributed to geometrically similar behavior of mesoporous
systems for these cases. Figure 6 a shows the variation of
the average surface charge density with changing porosity
and Rpt values for the pore size of 50 nm. At a specific Rpt

normal (y-) direction. The second mechanism, which is the
pore to throat connectivity, increases the magnitude of surface
charge density towards the pore void along the pore throats in
the axial direction. For high Rpt values, the increase is steeper
indicating that the effect of connectivity is high. Hence, a
longer throat length is required for the connectivity effects to
be damped at which the normalized charge density reaches a
plateau. For example, while the edge of this plateau is around
x/a = 0.8 for Rpt = 2.5, it propagates even into x = 0.4 at Rpt =
10 for the pore throats in axial direction. Another important
outcome of Fig. 5 is the trend of overall surface charge density
behavior as a function of pore to throat size ratio, Rpt. If the
first row of Fig. 5a–d is taken into consideration, the average
charge density in the pore increases by decreasing Rpt, mostly
due to the lessening rate of EDL overlap. As the pore throat to
pore void connectivity effects weakens with decreasing Rpt,
charge variation along the throat decreases. Conversely, the
opposite can be observed for the second row that presents the
result of throats in normal direction.
Once the response of surface charge density to pore to
throat size ratio is resolved, we studied these effects at different porosities. In Fig. 6, the average surface charge densities of
the pore throat normalized with theoretical estimations are
presented as a function of porosity, є, for different Rpt and H
values. Due to geometrical constraints, there is a limit for
maximum Rpt value for each pore size. For instance, the
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value, the charge density increases with porosity. On the contrary, the charge density decreases by increasing Rpt values at a
constant porosity. As discussed earlier, the connectivity effects
tend to increase the magnitude of charge density. Therefore,
there are some cases where the normalized charge density
reaches above unity due to strong connectivity effects at high
porosities. However, the increase due to porosity decreases as
the pore size grows (Fig. 6a–d) and the dependence on Rpt
becomes stronger. For example, the average charge density
of H = 800 nm case (Fig. 6d) becomes constant as a function
of porosity while the magnitude of normalized average charge
decreases by increasing Rpt. This is mostly due to the weakening effects of connectivity with the growth of pore size and
increasing effects of EDL overlap resulting from the narrower
pore throats at higher Rpt levels.
Current results showed that the pore connectivity has a
dominant effect on internal surface charging. Our earlier work
devised a phenomenological model describing internal surface charge as a function of porosity and pore size for the
porous systems where the aspect ratio of solid parts in the
domain was unity (AR = 1) as ref [30];



−0:8
σpore;ave ðAR¼1Þ
H ε
H
þ 0:3
¼ 1−exp −
ð7Þ
σtheory
λ
λε
Using the current results, we aim to extend Eq. (7) to include the connectivity effects. All results of different porosity
(є), pore size (H), and pore to throat size ratio (Rpt) values are
summarized in Fig. 7. We normalized these average surface
charge densities with the surface charge prediction of Eq. (7)
for the corresponding λ/H and ε values. Hence, we can see the
deviation from our earlier model by the variation in pore connectivity. As depicted, the normalized charge density as a
Fig. 7 Average surface charge
densities of the mesoporous
system (at AR ≠ 1) normalized by
the predictions of Eq. (7) for the
corresponding porosity, pore size,
and ionic condition

function of Rpt displayed an exponential decay by the increase
in Rpt. At low Rpt values, connectivity effects were negligible
that Eq. (7) can provide accurate results. By increasing pore to
throat size ratio, average surface charge decreased converging
to 75% of the Eq. (7)’s prediction approximately. Even though
connectivity effects showed an additional dependence on porosity, we attempted to fit an exponential function onto the
overall behavior observed in Fig. 6 as
σpore;ave
¼ 0:25e−0:02Rpt þ 0:75
σpore;ave ðAR¼1Þ

ð8Þ

For the small Rpt values less than 10 (Rpt < 10), Eq. (8)
yields to unity value representing negligible connectivity effects where Eq. (7) is applicable. On the other hand, for Rpt >
10 cases, internal mesoporous surface charge decreased by the
increasing Rpt that Eq. (7) needs to be updated by Eq. (8).

Conclusion
Surface charge density inside mesoporous silica is characterized by systematically changing the porosity, pore size, and
pore to throat size ratio. Contrary to existing studies in the
literature that focus on the outer charging properties, this study
validates the importance of internal surface charge density.
The results of 130 different cases prove that any characterization based on porosity and pore size is incomplete to describe
the overall behavior of mesoporous systems. In fact, the ratio
of pore throat size to pore void size plays a very important role
in internal surface charging. Strong EDL overlaps develop in
the pore throats for throat sizes comparable with the EDL
thickness causing a decrease of absolute value of the surface

σpore,ave / σpore,ave (AR=1)
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charge. Due to EDL overlap, ionic equilibrium inside throats
becomes different than ionic condition of pore voids, which
develops further variation in surface charge along the axial
direction. Such occurrence is the effect of pore connectivity
which increases the absolute value of surface charge. For a
constant pore size and porosity, both EDL overlap and pore
connectivity show variation by the change of throat size.
Overall, increase of Rpt decreases the absolute magnitude of
surface charge. In our earlier work, we formulized internal
surface charge as a function of pore size and porosity for the
porous systems with aspect ratio of solid parts unity (AR = 1).
We extended this model based on current results, in order to
consider the pore connectivity effects as a function of pore to
throat size ratio (Rpt). The extended phenomenological model
can predict the average mesoporous internal surface charge as
a function of EDL thickness, pore size, porosity, and pore to
throat size ratio.
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